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Why customer reach out to brands

Quick 
Answers to 
Questions

Completing 
a Task

When will I get my 
order?

What is the 
interest rate on 

my car?

What is your order 
cancellation 

policy?

I want to upgrade 
my phone plan

Dispute a charge

I need to return an 
item



What consumers expect



Instead they get this…



To make things worse…
Channels have different levels of ability to resolve problems

Web Site Phone ChatMessaging
Personal

Assistants

5% 40% 80% 100% 100%

Chatbots/IVR

50%

The majority - 60% forced 
to go to another channel



The end result is…

+10 minutes

NPS = X-20
COSTS = +20%

Escalates Escalates

+10 minutes



AI + HI = Superior Customer Experience

+



Examples of bot 
conversations







Screenshot of MyDish.com



The Future



How the future will unfold
Humans’ interactions with machines have always 
evolved in the direction of increasing convenience. 
Companies’ strategies have evolved in parallel.



Your bot will become central to your brand
Consumers’ impression of your brand has a lot to do with what they see on your mobile site. But as the 
conversation-first future arrives, a bot will be how people see your brand.



Dancing with giants
When the web became popular, no one had overarching control over it. This created a relatively level playing 
field—anyone could easily connect with any site, with no gatekeepers



Annually, globally:

Billions
of calls to 
businesses

Businesses spend 
$1.3 trillion 

on 265 billion 
customer service 
calls each year

Today, Search Drives Massive Call Volumes 
to Contact Centers

Trillions
of visits to 
websites

>60%
calls per year

Source: Google



Technology Giants Change How Consumers Connect

Adding 
messaging 
to search 
results

Google 
Business 
Messaging



Technology Giants Change How Consumers Connect

Adding 
“chat 
suggest”

Apple 
Business 
Chat



Industry by industry, bots will determine leaders and laggards

Few realized the importance of the web in the mid-1990s, but today, companies invest heavily in their websites. 
Retailers must sell online and coordinate with in store sales. Airlines and hotels compete on the ease of 
reservations. Banks that don’t offer online banking look obsolete. There is no industry in which an effective 
website and online strategy aren’t a big part of a company’s competitive position.



Virtual agents will change the nature of work
Bots and people will work together in the workforce of the future. By 2025, it will be unimaginable to work 
without help from bots. What macroeconomic changes will this make in labor markets?



Have your bot call my bot
Right now, terms like “Alexa,” “Bixby,” and “Google Assistant” refer to generic bots that are basically the same for 
everyone. By 2020, I expect a rapid and highly competitive market to emerge selling bots that become increasingly 
personalized to you, the user. 



When everything listens and talks back, the world will change

Despite the challenges in getting the Age of Intent off the ground, I’m certain it will change the world in a big way.



As the world changes, 
how will you change with it?



Thank you.
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